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REPORT. OF THE COMMITTl.E ON RELIGIOUS AND 
l\IOR.AL INSTRUCTION-DECEMBER, 1959 

In their Jetter No. F.l-1/59-SEI, dated Augmt 17, 1959, 
addressed to Shri Sri Prakasa, Governor of Bombay, tbe Minis· 
try of Education of. the Government o~ India communicat~d 
to him that a Committee to make a detailed study of the entire 
question of religious and moral instruction in educational 
institutions, had been appointed with himself as Chairman, 
and with Shri G. C. Chatterji, Vice-Chancellor of the Univer
sity of Rajasthan, Shri A. A. A. Fyzee, Vice-Chancellor of the 
University of Jammu and Kashmir, and Shri P. N. Kirpal, 
Joint Secretary to the Government of India in the Ministry of 
Education, as members, with the last-named to act also as 
Secret:1ry of the Committee. In the same letter, the termli of 
reference of the Committee were laid down as follows: 

(i) To examine the desirability and feasibility of making 
specific provision for the teaching of moral and 
spiritual values in educational institutions. 

(ii) If it is found desirable and feasible to make such 
pro\'lsiOn, (a) to define broadly the content of 
instruction at various stages of education, and (b) to 
con~ider its place in the normal curriculum. 

2. \\'e ~hould like to offer our grateful thanks to the GoY· 
ernment of India, and particularly the Ministry of Education, 
for the great honour that they have done us in entrusting to 
us the di!Iicult and delicate task of tackling a problem that has 
baflled eminent thinkers and educationists as well as ordinary 
homehohlers through the decades. Everybody has recognised 
its importance; but so far, evidently, no proper solution has 
been found. \\'e have, therefore, approached our work in a 
spirit of humility, realising fully the responsibilities placed 
upon u~. It would perhaps not be an exaggeration to say that 
the intricacy of. the ta~k overwhelms us, and we have a feeling 
of difftdence as we endeavour to fulfil the duties assigned to 
us. 

~ .. ~s soon' as the appointment of our Committee was 
announced, it naturally attracted wide attention and publicity 
in the pre~s. The Chairman received a large number of com
muni<;ations expres,ing great interest and satisfaction that the 
Go\'ernment .~hould ha\'e set up such a Committee, and 
su~g-:sting 'ari~ms methods .by ~·hich a . proper type of 
reltgtous educauon could be gnen m educational institutions. 
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Various individuals and agencies also supplied the Chairman 
with considerable literature on t11e subject. 01i the -other 
band, some newspapen in their editorials and others in the~r 
communications, opposed the fundamental purpose of th1s 
Committee, and regarded its assignment as futile and even 
dangerous. 

4. 're should lite to mention here the method that we 
h:1ve adopteLl for the work of this Committee. The Ministry 
of Education wanted this report 'as early as possible so that 
they could place it before the Central Advisory Board of 
EJucation at its meeting early in 1960. As the Jifferent mem
bers of the Committee live at long Jistances, one from the 
other, it was not possibl<! for them conveniently to meet very 
often or hold long sessions. 're, therefore, carried out our 
work. by corresponJence, meeting only from time to time as 
absolutely nece:osary. \\'e Jid not issue any questionnaires or 
invite any persons to give evidence before us. 'Ve feared that 
this process would u·nnecessarily prolong our proceedings and 
delay the sending in of the report. We felt that our main 
duty was only to formulate broad principles;._and if and when 
they are accepted, a detailed programme of instruction could 
be worked out. In the light of these considerati?ns, we 
thought it would be best if, for the present, we discussed the 
matters only among ourselves, and embodied our opinions in 
a report. \\'e are grateful to all persons who have been 
good enough to transmit their views voluntarily, and have 
also supplied us with literature on the subject. 

5. In the past, whenever any proposal was mooted for the 
teaching of "!lubjects other than se<;Ular in schools and colleges, 
the words used were "moral and religious education." The 
1\Iinistry of Education in its letter mentioned above, while · 
retaining these words so far as the designation of our Com
mittee was concerned, has, in defining our terms of reference, 
used the words "moral and spiritual values'' and avoided the 
term "religion". We think that these words are more appro
priate for they are non-controversial, for one thing, and also 
because the word "religion" has, in the course of time, come 
to hne certain unfortunate associations. Perhaps we might 
dwell for a moment on this before we proceed further. 

6: "Religion" etymologically means something that helps 
to bm~ ma.n to'man (rdigrire. to bind). As different religions 
arose m d1fferent parts of the world, they tended to bind 
only those who followed the same faith. Thus the followers 
of one religion got di\·ided from the followers of another. 
bo.th for the sake of material gain, and also ill an attempt to 
bnn€? othen to one's own religion which each religious com
munuy reg:uded as the only true one. Fierce wan have been 
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{ought in its name, and even within. the fold of the same 
religion, much cruelty has been pra.ct.Ised. by on~ sect upon 
others who interpreted the same rehgwn 1n a different way. 
Because of these sad events, too well known to be repeated, 
many thi~king ~en an~. wot?e~ have f~lt that '~e sh~:m.ld have 
nothin& to do with rehgwn m Its doctnnal or ntuahsuc form. 
In any

0 
case, they thought that this aspect ~f reli&ion. sh~mld 

have no place in the syllabuses of educatiOnal msutuuons. 
\Ve understand the views of those who think in 'this manner, 
arid we feel unhappy that men and women who should have 
known better, have misused the name o( religion for pur
poses of conflict and for the breeding of hate among human 
beings instead of spreading love and mutual co-operation. 

7. Broadly speaking,. every religion· can be divided into 
four parts: 

(i) Personality of the Founder.-Much of religion deals 
with the greatness and the holiness of the founder of 
the faith. Various incidents of his life are reverently 
remembered and recorded, and much of the devotion 
of the followers of a faith circles round his words 
and deeds. 

(ii) Genesis.-In this a religion tells its followers as to 
how all the phenomena we sense around us-all that 
we see and touch, hear and smell and taste-came 
into existence. This part of religion in one word, 
deals with what is known as ''Cosmology" and seeks 
to give an account of the Creator and the Universe 
created by Him. 

(iii) Ritual.-Every religion prescribes some outward forms 
which its followers adopt, and which they follow. 
These deal with the great events in life like birth, 
marriage and death, and the rites and ceremonies that 
are performed at various stages of the individual's 
life. 

(iv) Ethical code.-Every religion tells its followers what is 
right and what is wrong, what they should do and 
what they should not do. It is in the pursuance of 
tl~e moral co?e ma.inly that the ideas of good and evil, 
vutue and VIce (sm) arise and are recognised. 

8. ~\'_hile pe~haps this can be regarded as generally true of 
all reh~t.ons, Hmduis~-~s it is ordinarily called and which is 
the re!Ig10n of the maJonty of the people of this land-does not 
co";lpletely fit into the above pattern, and adds to the intri
caoe~ <;>f the problem before us. Hinduism, in a way, i1 not 
a relJgwn even though it is d~ignated as su~ The word 



"Hindu" does not occur in the sacred books or even in 
the old secular literature of those who are regarded as its 
adherents. In fact, it would be difficult to translate the word 
"religion" into Sanskrit, the language of the old texts, unless 
we use the word "samprad1iya'' which should really mean only 
a creed or a sect. The word "dharma" which is very well 
known, and which is generally recogn\sed as a synonym of 
"religion", may mean, and does mean; many things like duty, 
rites and ceremonies, customs, code of conduct and law (both 
moral and secular). The word "Hindu" evidently was given 
to all the peoples who lived on the left or the east and .south 
of the great river Sindlw or the Indus, by/ those who lived on 
the other side and beyond. The Greeks first gave this name 
to the inhabitants of this country and later the Turks, the 
Persians and the Arabs confirmed its usage. Much later, the 
people living in India also started calling themselves as such. 
As is well known, the Indian Muslims are known as "Hindi 
Muslims" in Muslim countries and in some European 
languages, the word ·"Hindu" is used to describe all Indians, 
whatever their religion. 

9. The old literature of the Hindus-both religious and 
'Secular-gives various names to their faith:-

l'aidik dharma (the law of the learned); Arya dharma (the 
law of the noble; Miinava dharma (the law of human 
beings); Santi.tana dharma (the eternal law); and V arnashrama 
dharma (the organisation of social life into varr.ris or castes 
and of individual life into iishramas or stages. There are 
some sampriidayas or creeds and sects within tqe orbit of 
Hinduism which embody the four characteristics of a religion 
as mentioned in paragraph 7 above. But it will be seen from 
an analysis of facts pertaining to what is known as the Hindu ' 
religion that there is not necessarily a Founder of the faith 
nor are there uniform ideas about genesis, sacraments or even 
moral codes. There is, however, an underlying stress on the 
performance of Dharma or Duty by every individual. 

• 
10. Islam, which is followed by the next largest group in the 

country, conforms to the normal pattern described in paragraph 
7 above, and its message is quite definite. The religion of 
Islam stresses the brotherhood and equality of man under the 
so,·ereignty of God. It is uncompromisingly monotheio;tic and 
lays down that man shall be rewarded for his good attions and 
punished for his sins. The prophet Muhammad claimed no 
dh·inity. He was only a human being, but the inspiration he 
recei\·ed was divine. Thus he was a model for .Muslims to 
follow in their own lives. The word "Islam" signifies submis
sion to the will of God and is not derived from the name of its 
founder. The chief pillars of the faith are prayer, fasting, 
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to.kat (poor-tax) and pilgrimage. Originally the name of a 
faith, Islam later came to signify a certain pattern of civilisation, 
which is now an integral part of our Indian culture. As there 
are 40 million l\Iuslims in our country, Muslim values must, of 
<:ourse, be taken into account in imparting moral and spiritual 
instruction. 

II. In addition to. these two principal religions, India also 
has other faiths, e.g., Christianity, Sikhism, Jainism, Buddhism, 
Zoroastrianism, Judaism, all of which have a deep religious and 
spiritual background and which must be understood by us if we 
are truly to learn and appreciate the spirit of India and its 
spiritual strength. 

12. The complexity of the problem before us is evident. 
All the same, we feel that some solution must be found, and 
a workable system of instruction in moral and spiritual values 
evoh·ed for the good of the country and the emotional integra
tion of its peoples. It would be pertinent to enquire why this 
problem has been raised today in this particular form. The 
problem had been before the British rulers of the land since 
the 30's of the 19th century when they turned their attention 
to the task of organising their system· of education in the 
country, in the wake of the consolidation p£ their political 
power. As they had to deal with followers of many religions, 
and were ai1xious to establish peace and security for the pur
pose of maintaining their hold on the country, they did not 
want to interfere with the religious beliefs of their ·subjects. 
Their bias naturally was for Christianity which was their own 
religion, and which they regarded as the only true one. They 
left the work of propagating this faith to the Christian mis
sionaries whose educational institutions they: helped financially 
and in many other ways; but as rulers, they observed strict 
neutrality. The British rulers in India regarded-and even 
tried to use-these British missionaries as their allies in a 
common cause. Moreover, when they introduced the English 
lan~uag-e and literature in their educational system, they had 
uo tloubt that indirectly this would also influence the religious 
outlook and belief of the people. The words of Macaulay 
written in 1836 are worth repeating in this connection. Lord 
Macaulay writes: "No Hindu who has received an English 
education ever remains sincerely attad1ed to his religion. It 
is my firm belief that if our plan~ of education are followed up, 
there will not be a single idolator among the respectable classes 
in Ben~al thirty years hence. And this will be effected with
out any effort to proselytise; without the smallest interference 
in their religious liberty; merely by the natural operation of 
lnowledge and reflection". 

It The problem whether or not to give religious education 
specifically as such, has been mooted o\'er and over again. 
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Throughout the period of British ruler neutrality was strictly 
observed so far as Government was concerned. Christian ins
titutions were positively encouraged, but no obstruction was 
put in the way of educational institutions that various other 
communities wanted to establish for themselves. Thus came 
into existence the l\Iohammadan Anglo-Oriental College found· 
cd by Sir Syed Ahmed at Aligarh in 1885. There were large 
numbers of Dayanand Anglo-Vedic Schools and Colleges esta
blished at various places in the Punjab and Uttar Pradesh (the 
United Provinces) and still earlier North-Western Provinces 
and other places. Then followed the Central Hindu School and 
College established by 1\Irs. Annie Besant and her Hi:ndu 
colleagues at Banaras (now Varanasi) in 1898. l\Iany schools and 
colleges were also established by the followers of the Buddhist, 
Sikh, Jain, Parsi and other faiths, and various creeds and sects 
belonging to the Hindu fold. All these had religious teaching 
as part of their curriculum, and no one objected to it. They 
were not necessarily exclusive, and freely admitted students of 
faiths other than those they professedly followed themselves. 
In some it was compulsory for students of all faiths to join the 
religious classes while in others this was not so. Towards the 
close of the British era, the question of religious education 
was discussed by the Central Advisory Board of Education 
at various meetings from 1944 to 1946. The Board's final 
resolution was to the effect "that while they recognise the funda
mental importance of spiritual and moral instruction in the 
building of character, the provision for such teaching, except in 
so far as it can be provided in the normal course of secular ins
truction, should be the responsibility of the home and the com
munity to which the pupil belongs." · 

14. \\·hen Swaraj came and our Constituent Assembly drew 
up the Constitution of a Sovereign Democratic Republic for 
oursel\'es (1950), it expressed its own decision regarding religi
ous education in Articles 28 and 30 which are as follows:-

''28 (I) No religious instruction shall be provided in any 
educational institution wholly maintained out of State 
funds. 

(2) Nothing in clause (I) shall apply to an educational · 
institution which is administered by the State but has 
been established under any endowment or trust which 
requires that religious instruction shall be imparted in 
such institution. 

(3) No person attending any educational institution recog
nised by the State or receiving aid out of State funds 
5hall be required to take part in any religious instruc· 
tion that may be imparted in such institution or to 
attend any religious worship that may be conducted 
in such institution or in any premises attache~.~ex:eto ......... 



unless such person, or if such person is a minor, his 
guardian, has given his consent thereto. 

30 (I) All minorities whether based on ·religion or langu
age, shall have the right to establish and administer 
educational institutions of their choice. 

(2) The State shall not, in granting aid to educational ins· 
titutions, discriminate against any educational institu
'tion on the ground that it is under the management 
of a minority, whether based on religion or language." 

It is clear from the wording of these articles that while there 
would be no instruction in any religion in educational institu
tions wholly maintained out of State funds, the State would 
continue to administer and assist institutions where religious 
instruction was imparted under any endowment or trust. The 
articles also enjoin that no one will be compelled to attend 
classes on religious education in any. institutions whatsoever. 
Minorities-whether based on religion or language-are given 
full rights to establish educational institutions of their own 
choice. The State is not precluded from giving grants to them. 
It is certainly not our desire to recommend any departure from 
the principles embodied in the Constitution. 

15. The fact that our leaders in Government and outside 
have thought it fit to raise the question again shows that some
thing has gone wrong with our educational institutions. They · 
must haYe found that there is some lack in our scheme of edu• 
cation which is apparently responsible for the various unfortu
nate incidents of indiscipline, rioting, even murder, that have 
taken place in the student-world in various parts of the coun· 
try. They may have felt that it is necessary to develop some 
inner dbcipline and strength of character among our youth so 
that liberty is not debased into licence, that mutual harmoni· 
ous relations are established among men and women of all 
needs, and that our· educational institu_tions produce young 
men and )Oung women of good and sound character-disci
plined, responsible andJ trustworthy-fit citizens of a free coun
uy. lt is abo pos~ible that many people may have felt that 

· the ~ecubr nature of our State has been wrongly interpreted 
to mean complete freedom from moral restraints, leading to a 
~ad loss of all sen~ of values. This Committee, we believe, is 
the outcome of the fear that schools, colleges and universities 
today are not yielding the results that were expected from 
~hem, and th~ pre!>umption. is that there is something wrong 
m the educatwnal sy~t~m y~el~, which is largely responsible 
for the pr~ent state of mdlSctphne, frustration and drift. This 
l.t(UIU has. thertfore to be filled; and education in .the higher 
t;due) of life, may }>eth.tps do the needful. 
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16. Certain factors in our educational edifice have parti
cularly attracted our attention, and have influenced our con
clusions. The one -great fact of the present day is the wide
spread demand for educational facilities at all levels evt:ry· 
where. A directive of our Constitution enjoins that elemen
tary education should become universal as quickly as possible. 
Schools, colleges, and even universities are springing up in 
large numbers almost everywhere. Another aspect of our 
educational situation appears to be that the education that 
we are imparting is not purposeful. There is a feeling of 
frustration in the minds of the studen'ts even as they pursue 
their studies, for their future is not clear to them. The menace 
of unemployment among 1he educated is growing day by day, 
causing deep resentment in the individuals concerned, dislo
cating our social and economic life. We find a great deal of 
discontent and disturbance at Colleges and Universities. Dis.-

. cipline, as generally understood, appears to have vanished. 
Even persons in authority are found quarrelling among them
selves in many places, thus vitiating the atmosphere in which 
ed!ucation is being imparted to our youth. Students who 
should be devoting their time and attention to studies, often 
appear to be engaged in anti-social activities. Generally speak
ing all personal touch between the teachers and the taught 
has been lost with the result that there is little mutual affec
tion or sympathy. The situation appears to be deteriorating 
fast and there is evidently an urgent need for developing a bet
ter sense of values and qualities of character among the youth. 

17. Apart from this feeling of frustration among our youth 
and the general decline in educational standards, the situation 
is appreciably affected! by the disruptive forces at work in our 
society outside the school. It would be incorrect to lay the 
blame for the present situation on the youth alone, for they 
are being influenced all the time by the standard of values 
and conduct of the adults at home, in business life, in politics 
and other spheres of activity. There has 'been in recent decades 
a general loosening of social relationships and increasing em· 
phasis on careerism and on a more-materialistic approach to 
life. Some of the older bonds which kept various groups and 
classes together have lost their hold. The sense of cohesion 
ancb national purpose which was created by the experience of 
a common struggle for freedom has largely ceased to operate, 
and individuals and groups are more concerned with sharing 
in the rewards ~f power and patronage than with facing the 
challenge of nauonal reconstruction and enriching the natio
nal heritage. All this has reacted adversely on the minds and 
attitudes of }'OUth and undermined: their discipline and morale. 
Though we are primarily concerned with the problem of 
youth, we should like to point out that the improvement of 
the educational process is intimately bound up with the wider 
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problem of social reform and the toning up of the moral and 
spiritual fibre of the people at large. . . _ . 

18. In spite of these general condition~ it is si~ificant that 
there still function in the country vanous spee1al types of 
educational institutions where the atmosphere is pleasant; 
where students are devoted to their studies; and where they 
are properly preparing themselves for life. ~ong these are 
certain public schools which have an exclusive character on 
account of the high cost of edlucation imparted. Then there 
are also schools and colleges run under Christian auspices, 
with an atmosphere of Christian thought and tradition, which 
do not charge very high fees and admit students of all deno
minations. More recently the Ramakrishna Mission have also 
opened educational institutions of good quality which fall 
under the latter category. 

19. The public schools are reserved for those who can 
afford large sums of money for the education df their child'ren. 
These institutions are beyond the reach of even the middle 
chsses. The number of students in such institutions is com-

, paratively limited and the more favourable pupil-teacher ratio 
enables the teachers to keep in dose personal touch with their 
pupils. It will be found that in these public schools, the 
majority of the students come from privileged homes-the old 
aristocratic families, the upper strata of Government services, 
the wealthy mercantile community and the managerial ranks 
of big industrial concerns. While so much stress is being laid 
on education through the regional languages, these institutions 
continue to teach through the English language which is still 
'·ery important for the purpose of securing entrance into pub
lic services-whether civil or military. No wonder that all 
those who can afford it, prefer these institutions to others of , 
the general sort. Children brought up in these special insti
tuti?ns learn d~scipline and good manne.rs. They are properly 
eqmpped phys•call"-' and mentally. With all the advantages 
that they possess, they are also, generally speaking, better edu
n.red than thos~ who go to the ordinary schools al'\d colleges. 
\~hen they g~ m for higher education, they start wit:~~4 an ini
tial advantage. They cannot help forming more or le · a sepa
~ate cJa.;s ~y themselves. Many of ·them continue the habitsJ 
mculc:~t~d m th~ earlier years, observe discipline, study hard, 
t::tke actn·e part m games and sports. give a good impression of 
t~emselve!i.: and succeed in the world. No one will deny the 
lngh q~t::t!ItY of education imparted in the public schools and 
the tra~nm.~ f<:>r character which these institutions emphasjJ:e. 
These msututwn~ cannot, however, satisfy the needs of ordi
n::t.n: hon a_nd girls who do not come from the class of the 
pnnle~ed. ruh. On the other hand., schools and colleges run 
under 01ristian all5pices educate students of all classes. Though 
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from the outside they may resemble other institutions, yet the 
atmo~phere inside these institutions, is different. The self
sacrificing spirit of the teachers is very evident. The contacts 
hetween the teacher and the taught are close and friendly. 
One does not hear much of indiscipline or strikes, and what 
the public schools do to the select few, these institutions are 
able to do for a larger number. The personal lives of the 
teachers, invariably affect the students for their good. We 
would like to see the atmospheres of these institutions extended 
to all schools and colleges in the country. 

20. Religion through the ages has influenced all depart· 
ments of life. It has inspired maH to express all that is best 
in him. Literature and philosophy, sculpture and music, 
architecture and painting, all bear .deep impress of religious 
thought. While reading a book or looking at a picture, we 
would not be able to understand its full significance unless 
we knew something of the religion of the author or the 
painter. Great literature cannot be properly understood and 
appreciated without some knowledge of certain concepts .and 
images derived from religious thought. A study of English 
poetry, for instance, brings us in close contact with the 
history and beliefs of Christianity as well as its traditions · 
and legends. It is not possible to read Greek literature 
without knowing something of Greek mythology which was 
an important ingredient of their religion. Similarly Persian 
and Arabic philosophy, literature and archttecture arc: 
<!eeply imbued with the religious spirit of Islam. Certainly 
no one can read and understand Sanskrit Dramas unless he 
is familiar with the gods and goddesses who dominate so 
much of Hindu thought and life. A great part of the culture 
of humanity and most of the traditional values which 
continue to influence human conduct have been shaped by 
Religion, which is even today one of the most powerful 
forces in our society. \Ve should recognize this fact and 
plan accordingly. Simply because some people have fought 
in the name of religion, or debased it by committing other 
crimes against humanity, we caimot exclude it from our plans 
for social progress and betterment of life. 

21.: In order to avoid constitutional difficulties arising out 
of Article 28 of the Constitution, as mentioned in paragraph 
3, the terms of reference laid down for us, speak of "moral 
and spiritual values in educational institutions", and not 
religious education as such. The conclusion to which the 
Central Advisory Board of Education came in 1946, as men· 
tioned in paragraph 9 above, was that religious education 
should be the bmines~ of the home and the community of the 
student concerned. To leave this entirely to the home and 
the community is, in our opinion, unsatisfactory. In th~ home, 
the rituals and the outward forms of religion are usually 
emphasized; and the young folk in such an atmosphere, satura-
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ted with such ceremonials, are bound to attach too much im
portance to this aspect of religion to the neglet of ethical 
teachings and spiritual values. 

22. Owing to various social and political factors during 
the recent past, different religious communities came to live 
in halation from each other without caring to know the 
fundamentals of religions other than their own. Very few 
had any knowledge of the significance of religious holidays 
and festivals of other communities. This unfortunate igno
rance of other faiths often accompanied by a limited under· 
stanuing of one's own religion, bred prejudices and contri
buted to disunity. .It is no wonder that such a situation 
coulJ be easily exploited by foreign rulers who were 
naturally interested in encouraging communalism and 
religious separatism. Instead of binding people together in 
the common pursuit of fundamental moral and spiritual 
values and in the tolera!lce and understanding of each other's 

and ceremonies, religions tended to keep communities 
often in an atmosphere of suspicion and hostility 

g ered by political considerations. This has been a great 
weakness i~ the mental and spiritual make-up of our people. 
In the scientific world there are many questions on which 
the opinion of experts is sharply divid~ed, but such divergence 
of opinion does not lead to any ill-will or rancour. Unfortu
nately the same spirit of objectivity and tolerance does not 
prevail in the spher~ of rt>Hgion. Diversity of religion is one 
of the most important features of our national life, and it 
would be of the greatest advantage if every educated Indian 
were to know and under~taud the guiding principles 
and spiritual values of religions other_ than his own. 'Ve 
therefore advocate an objective, comparative and sympathetic 
stuuy of all the important religions of India. By knowing 
in broad outline the beliefs of our countrymen in all their 
\'ariety, we ~hall add to the fund of our knowledge, and with 
this knowled~e and understanding, ignorance which breeds 

· prejullice and bigotrv will give way to tolerance and sympa
thetic appreciation of the religious life of our fellow citizen .. 

2~. There can ceuainly be no harm i£ we learn the ethical 
codes prescribed in \'arious faiths. At the present moment 
"·e lnow our own codes, if at all, and think all other codes 
mus~ be crude and imp:rf~ct. A vegetarian Hindu or Jain, 
for llhtance, would be mclmed to regard all nun·\·egetarians 
as <·alllUS, cruel and e'·en immoral. If, howe\'er, he knew that 
manv ~eg~tati~m. ~-h? would spare a mosquito, mi~ht have 
no he~ilaw~n m nunmg a man, while there mav be- many 
ll•lll·\ egetanans who e\·en when they eat animal flesh, are 
really generous ~nd duritable to their fellowmen, and kind 
and gmtle t:) ammals, h.e may not then think that vegetarian
i~m nerbo;;mly means lmdness and non-\'egetarianism implies 
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cruelty. We could ·give other examples also of differing 
moral codes particularly in the matter of sex relations. If we 
understand why and how others think differently from us, we 
would be -more tolerant, and' alive to the need of forming new 
codes of behaviour in conformity with current thought. If 
however, our knowledge is confined to the· penal codes pres
cribed by Governmental authority, we would not go very far 
in the establishment of true human understanding and 
brotherhood. We must not forget that there are always great 
philosophies-both. social and spiritual-underlying all reli
gions, and it would be good if we knew and understood them. 
We think that the various religions should be made the 
subjects of study, and every facility given for the followers of 
different faiti1!t in the country, to know each other better by 
knowing ea( tt other's inner thought and aspiration. It is 
indeed a slnme that many of our so-called educated people 
do not know the legends and heroes of our own faiths-- and 
of others in the land.. If at all we do know, we do so through 
English books dealing with such matters, which we might 
chance to read. In other countries even the worst critics of 
religion know their religious books well, and are quite fami
liar with their teachings, c!ourir.cs and stories. lt is time 
that we too knew our religious literatures directly, and were 
taught to appreciate them sympathetically and reverently. 

24. 'Ve have to lay special stress on the teaching of moral 
and spiritual values. Moral values particularly refer to the 
conduct of man towards man in the various situations in 
which human being~ come together-in the home, in social 
and economic fields, and in the life of the outside world 
generally. It is essential that from the earliest childhood, 
moral values should be inculcated in us. 'Ve have to influence 
the home first. 'Ve fear that our homes are not what they 
ought to be. Habits, both of mind and body, formed in the 
early years at home, persist, and influence our lift afterwards. 
Education of the parents should also be a very important 
factor in our educational scheme today. By lectures, leaflets 
and pamphlets, through the radio and the cinema, this can 

'be done, and should be done. Good manners are a very 
important part of moral education. It is not unusuaJ that 
when a people attain Freedom suddenly after long ye;p-, of 
bondage, they are inclined to become self-willed, arogant an<l 
inconsiderate. In such situations good manners are easily 
set aside and young people tend· to express the first flush of 
freedom in license and rowdyism. • 

23. The importance of good manners cannot be overstressed. 
\\"ith the passing away of the olJ, aristocratic society of the 
nineteenth cent-ury, much of the graciomness ancb charm of 
socbl beh:.~yiour and human relationships has largely disap
pearell. To out~iders we often give the impression of being 
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impatient and ill-mannered. Both i~ private and _pu~lic life, 

·we observe that dut: to mutual susp1c10n and I:_JreJudice! ~na .. 
pre-conceived notions arid false ideas, much avo1~able fncuon 
is caused. Good manners will impose proper restramt on us. and 
remove harshness in our words and rudeness in our behavwur. 
Good manners verily are like the oil that helps to keep the 
machine of hwnan society running smoothly. We have been 
losing our manners rather rapidly and it is necessary that ~e 
should recover them. Good manners should be sedulously In
culcated and teachers must give instruction in this to all stu
dents at all times, both by example and by precept. We must 
be constantly told that what hurts us, hurts others also; and 
we must behave towards others as we want others to behave 
towards us. 

26. Then there is a great deal of talk of corruption and 
dishonesty in our official and our business life. It is the students 
of today who are to be in charge of the various depart
ments of life tomorrow; and if they learn what real integrity 
is in their early years, they are .not likely to go very far wrqng 
later on. Every effort must, therefore, be made to teach 
students true moral values from the earliest stage of their 
educational life. \Ve are not unaware of the various steps 
that are being taken at different educational levels-towards 
literacy drive, adult education, and education of the handi
upped. If the content of education is also enriched with 
moral and spiritual values, the purpose of education will 
have been truly fulfilled. 

27. Just as moral values affect the relations between man 
and man, so do spiritual values affect the individual in . his 
relation with C1imsel£. The individual is not only a body; he 
is also a soul. He does not live by bread alone; he wants inner 
peace and happiness. If he loses all spiritual values, he loses 
the possibility of being at peace with himself. It is necessary 
to have some faith in things beyond the flesh, some identifica
tion with a purpose greater than oneself in order to achieve 
this mental equilibrium. Unfortunately not many pursue the 
good for its own sake. Just as so many of us forbear from 
doing wrong because of the punishment that we know would 
follow at the hands of governmental authority, so must we also 
n:f1 a in from doing what we know is wrong, even .when there 
is no fear of any policeman or magistrate. This can only be 
po~sible if we have faith in higher powers and in the moral 
La~is of sodal organization. A realisation of spiritual values 
will also prevent us from being selfish. Law, for instance, will 
not Jmni)h a man who passes by, and does not save a little 
t hil from being drowned in !>hallow wat~r from which he 
wuld have ea~ily saved it, for law does notJ;~y on.hirn the duty 
o( doing so. If, howe\er, we have any. h:alisation of moral 
and spiritual \alues, we would not only s:t~e·a drowning child 
''hen there is really no fear of personal dJ."nger, but would .also 



put ourselves in positive danger in order to save and help 
others. 1 . , 1 ._,._ 

28. No governmental law compels us to be charitable or 
generous or helpful to others. It is only the realisation of 
~ocial obligations which find their sanction predominant~y in 
moral and spiritual values that can lift us above our personal , 
mundane concerns, and impel us to devote ourselves to the 
welfare of others. If we do not inculcate these virtues in early 
years, we would never be able to do so later on. Thus while 
we study at school and college, we must also imbibe many 
virtues that only an appreciation of moral and spiritual values 
can give. A nation that deprives itself of these, and only 
concentrates on material concerns-however important and 
valuable they may be-would be like a body without a soul. 
No one knows what life holds for him. There may be much 
trial and suffering in store. Faith in things beyond our im
mediate ken, will give solace and comfort; it will also streng· 
then us to bear our lot and to carry on our duties as courage· 
ously and cheerfully as possible. We have no-manner of 
doubt that it is most desirable that provision should be made 
for the teaching of moral and Sf>iritual values in educational 
institutions. We also think. that it is quite feasible; and even 
if there are some difficulties, they must be s·urmounted so that 
this may be made practicable. 

29. We cannot deny the fact that very much depends upon 
the atmosphere that only good teachers can create. Great 
care .has to be taken in the recruitment of teachers and in 
their training. There is no doubt that different persons are 
born with ditferent ur~es, traits and temperaments; and just 
as there an: many who: seek power of wealth, there are others. 
who prefer the quiet life of a teacher, gathering and spreading 
knowledge. · The important thing is to provide sufficient in· 
centives · to young people with the right bent of mind and 
temperament to enter the teaching profession. Apart from 
raising the remuneration of teachers which is too low to attract 
talented persons to the profession, it is necessary to improve 
the general status of the teacher in society and to restore to 
him something of that honour and respect which he command· 
etl in old times. Our present-day society has still to learn the 
value of good education and the overriding importance of 
teachers in bringing about the desired change. It is our 
teachers who will help to create and maintain the proper at· 

, mosphere in their institutions. The teachers must, however, 
be carefully trained and attuned to the objective of inculcat· 
ing moral and spiritual values through the undentanding of 
and respect for all religions. Dr. Bhagavan Das's The Essen
tial Unity of all Religions (1955) and Maulana Abul Kalam 
A.zad's commentary on the Quran, entitled Tarjumanul-Quran, 
indicate the kind 9£ approach which we should like to see 
adopted in matters of mutual religious understanding. 
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30. Among spiritual values, we would also include patrio
thm. Generally speaking, mo~t of us have a very inadequate 
conception of patriotism. Our loyalties are narrow. The 
whole country with all its regions and peoples is seldom envi
saged as an organic entity which has to be cherished and serv
ed, and whose integrity has to be protected even at the cost 
of our lives. In the old days, at school and college, students 
were taught poems that helped them to learn and imbibe 
patriotic fervour. They were taught books whic{l gave stories 
of brave deeds performed in the service of the country. These 
books were later withdrawn by our British masters presumably 
because they feared that such books strengthened the feeling 
of patriotism and tended to incite people against foreign rule. 
Such literature must be very carefully chosen and prescribed· 
so that students in their formative period of life, learn the 
virtues of patriotic service, and admire and emulate those wC.1o 
have done great deeds for winning and maintaining the free
dom of their country. Today when fissiparous tendencies are · 
gaining strength and regionalism threatens to disintegrate the 
country into smaller units, it is all the more necessary to assert 
the virtue of true patriotism and to see that this is properly 
inculcated during the impressionable years of a students' life. 
Our patriotism should neither be egotistic<Jl and chauvinistic 
nor so limited and narrow as to exclude our duties to human
ity. It should foster a b~.uning love for the Mot:C1erland and 
an ardent desire for service to one's fellow beings. Af!Ything 
that helps us to behave properly towards others, is of lJloral 
value. Anything that takes us out of our self, and inspires 
us to sacrifice for the good of others or for a great cause, is 
of spiritual value. Any system of education that does not 
teach us these, is not worth the name. 'Vhile the need to 
promote a sense of patriotism is urgent, we should not oYer
look the importance of other loyalties.- It is necessary that 
young people should learn during their impressionable years 
their uuties to self, family, neighbours, other human beings 
and animals. 

~I. We have noted with satisfaction that in recent yean 
our educationi~ts have become more conscious of the value of 
phy~ical education and extra-curricular activities. The State 
IS now doing more for physical education, games and sports, 
and other recreational and cultural activities than in the past 
when these \'."ere grossly neglected. These activities have their 
own place. in. the general scheme of education and their pro
per orgamsatJon must be the constant concern of teachers. 
We are, l~owe\er, of the opinion that there is a!llp!e scope for 
the teachmg of moral values through such act1vmes and not 
enough is being done in this respect at present. These acti· 
vities need to be more effectively directed towards the deve· 
lopment of character and discipline . 

• 
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32. Turning specifically to the terms of reference, our 
broad conclusions may be stated as follows:-

• 
(a) The teaching of moral and spiritual values in educa· 

tional institutions is desirable, and specific provision for doinO' 
so is feasible within certain limitations. 

0 

(b) The content of such education in moral and spiritual 
-value should include a comparative and sympathetic study of 
the lives and teachings of great religious leaders and at later 
stages, their ethical systems and philosophies. The inculca· 
tion of good-manners, social service and true patriotism should 
be continuously stressed at all stages. 

(i) We regard it mo~t important that in any educational 
scheme, t~1e home should not be left out; and we 
suggest that through mass media such as leaflets, 
talks, radio and the cinema, and through voluntary 
organisations, the faults and drawbacks of our homes 
both in the matter of their physical orderliness and 
their psychological atmosphere, should be pointed out, 
and instruction given as to how 6ese can be removed. 
If this is done in an impersonal manner, it would not 
hurt anyone, but would draw the attention of the 
persons concerned to their own shortcomings, thus 
inducing and encouraging them to eradicate these. 

(ii) It would be very desirable, as suggested by the Uni
versity Education Commission, to start work every 
day in all educational institutions with a few minutes 
of silent meditation either in the classroom or in a 
comi.Jlon hall. There could be some sort of prayer 
also which need not be addressed to any deity or ask 
for anv favour, but which may be in the nature of 
an exhortation for self-discipline and devotion to 
some ideal. Occa~ionally in these Assembly l\Ieetings 
inspirinO' passages from great literature, religious as 
well as,~ecular, and pertaining to all important reli
gions and cultures of the world, could be read with 
profit. Community singing of inspiring songs and 
hymns can be most effective at the school stage. 

(iii) Suitable books should be prepared for all stages-from 
primary to university-which should describe briefly 
in a comparative and sympathetic manner the basic 
ideas of all religions as well as the essence of the lives 
and teachings of the great religious leaders, saints, 
mystics and philosophers. These books should be suit· 
able to the various age groups in different classes of 
schools and colleges, and should be a common subject 
of study for all. Collections of poems and selected 
passages from Sanskrit, Persian, English and the 
regional languages should be made for the use of 

• 
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young people. These publications ';Vill give sou~d 
instruction and perhaps teach true w1sdom; they will 
also tell young people what duties they owe io them
selves and to others. Suitable books should be prepared 
for different stages of education which would help in 
the inculcation of patriotism and social service. 
These should particularly concentrate on· deeds of 
heroism and self-sacrifice in the cause of the country 
and in the service of others. "Te attach very great 
importance to the preparation and production of 
such books. Authors should be selected with the 
greatest care and their manuscripts should be revised 
in consultation with eminent authorities. The entire 
programme of preparing and distributing such publi
cations should be operated by a central agency set up 
under the auspices of the Union 1\Iinistry of Educa· 
tion. 

{iv) In the course of extra<urricular actiVIties, learned 
and experienced persons may be invited to deliver 
lectures on inter-religious understanding. Educa· 
tiona! broadcasts and group discussions may be 
organised to stimulate interest in the study of moral 
and spiritual values. 

(v) Special stress should be laid on teaching good 
manners and promoting the virtues of reverence and 
courtesy which are badly needed in our society. 
Traditional wan of learning proper conduct from 
such teachers as the :l\luslim 1\Iaulvis in the north 
may be encouraged. An all-out effort, in the nature of 
a crusade by all concerned is called for and nothing 
should be spared for the successful propagation of 
good manners and courtesy. 

(vi) Some form of physical training should be compulsory 
at e\·ery stage. This can be graded from Cubs and 
Boy Scouts to Auxiliary and National Cadet Corps. 
Games and sports should be encouraged! and the 
dignity of manual work and social service to the com
munity should be taught. At present, very few 
students take to these activities. Our suggestion is 
that everyone should take up some activity of this 
kind and thus learn habits of co-operating with 
others, and imbibe the spirit of sportsmanship. 

33. It has been stated abO\·e that the teaching of moral 
and spiritual \'alues in educational institutions is desirable 
and that specific provision for such instruction is feasible 
"·ithin certain limitations. The limitations are obvious. The 
lette_r .a!1~l spirit o~ ~he Constitution must be respected and the 
sermb•h.ues o£ rehgwus groups cam~nt be ignored. The curri· 
cul.um 1s already overloaded and the right t}pe of teachers 
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are not easily available. In a society where several !eligions. 
are practised side by side and where religious passions can be
aroused ·easily, the State must proceed with caution in defin· 
ing the content of instruction in moral and spiritual values. 
Such teaching should enlighten the student, promote mutual 
understanding and respect among persons of different faiths. 
and contribute to national unity. The main thing is that 
some great ideal of life should be placed before our young: 
people and this should sink into them and become a part and 
parcel of their being as they complete the educational process. 
How is this teaching to be organised is the problem before us . 

.34. The following suggestions merely indicate a broad' 
frame-work of instruction in moral and spiritual values at 
different stages of education: 

(I) Elementary Stage: 

(a) The School AsseQlbly should be held for a few minutes. 
in the morning for group singing. 

"(b) Simple and interesting stories about the lives and" 
teachings o£ prophets, saints and religious leaders should . be 
included in the syllabus for language teaching. 

(c) Wherever possible the interest of the child may also 
be aroused by the use of audio-visual material, especially good 
quality photographs, filmstrips and coloured reprints showing 
great works of art and architecture closely connected with the 
main living religions of the world; such material could be 
used in the teaching of Geography." 

(d) In the school programme, two periods a week should be 
set aside for moral instruction. In these classes the teacher 
should relate interesting stories drawn from the great religions 
of the world and explain broadly their ethical teachings. 
Dogmas and rituals of religion should be excluded from moral 
instruction. 

(e) Through school programme, the attitude of "service" 
and the realisation that "work is workship" should be developed 
jn the child. 

(£) All schemes of physical education and all forms of play 
in the school should contribute to the building of character 
and the inculcation of the spirit of true sportsmanship. 

(2) Secondary Stage: 

. (a) The Morning Assembly should observe two minutes' 
s~lence followed by readings from the Scriptures or great 
hterature of the world or an appropriate address. Community 
singing should also be encouraged. 
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(b) The essential teachings of the g:eat world !e!igions 
should be studied as part . of the curnculum .pertammg. to 
social studies and history. Simple texts and stones concermng 
different religions may be included in the teaching of. 
languages and general reading. 

(c) One hour a week should be assigned t~ moral. instr.uc
tion. The teacher should encourage the habit of d1scuss1on 
in this class. Apart from this regular class instruction, suitable 
speakers may be invited to address the students on. moral-and 
spiritual values. Joint celebrations may be orgamsed on the 
occasion of imfortant festivals of all religions. Knowledge and 
appreciation o religions other than one's own and respect for 
their F9pnders, should he encouraged in various ways includ
ing essay competitions and declamations. 

(d) Organised social service during holidays and ouside 
class hours should be an essential part of extra-curricular 
activities. Such service should teach the dignity of manual 
labour, love of humanity, patriotism and self-discipline. 
Participation in games and sports should be compulsory and 
physical education, including sex hygiene, 'should be a normal 
part of school programme. 

(e) Qualities of character and behaviour of students should 
form an essential part of the over-all assessment of a student's. 
performance at school. 

'(3) University Stage: 

(a) Students should be encouraged to meet in groups· for 
silent meditation in the morning. These meetings should be 
5upervised by the senior staff on a voluntary basis. 

(b) A general study of different religions should be· an 
essential part of the General education course in degree 
classes. In this connection, the following recommendations of 
the Univt:rsity Education Commission (Radhakrishnan Com
mis~ion) are commended: 

(i) that in the first year of the degree course, lives of the 
great religious and spiritual leaders like Gautama the 
Buddha, Con~ucius, Zoroaster, Socrates, Jesus, Sam· 
kara, Rama1~up, l\fadhava, Mohammad, Kabir, Nanak, 
and Gandlu be taught. 

(ii) ll~at in the second year, some selections of a universa
list character from the scriptures of the world be 
studied. 

(iii) that in the third year, the central problems of philoso
phy of r~ligion be considered. Standard works for 
s~ch stu~tes ~hould be prepared carefully by specialists 
"h_o. ha' e deep lnowledge of and sympathy for the 
rehg10us systems about which they write. 
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(c) A post-graduate course in Comparative Religion may 
be institutecb. Due importance should be given to the study 
of the following subjects in the appropriatr; Honours and 
M.A. courses in the fields of Humanities and Social Sciences. 

(i) Comparative Religion. 

(ii) History of Religions. 

(d) A fairly long period of social service should be intro
duced by all Universities. In the organisation and conduct 
of such service, considerable attention should be given to the 

. learning and practice of moral and spiritual values. 

35. From the- broad suggestions outlined above, it is evident 
that we are in favour of a comparative and sympathetic study 
of religions and the teaching of their underlying philosophies 
and ethical codes. The Constitution provides that religious 
instruction given in institutions under any endowment or 
trust, should not be interfered with even when such institu· 
tions are helped by the Stace. We suggest that the sort of 
instruction that we have recommended, should be imparted 
in all institutions; and if any special religion is particularly 
taught in some institutions, this should be in addition to what 
we have proposed. There is no question of conscience involved 
in this; the instruction proposed by us is essential for the 
building of character and the making of proper citizens, and 
by its very nature it cannot possibly injure the susceptibilities 
of any religious group. We confidently hope that the effective 
implementation of the suggestions made above will create a 
proper atmosphere in our educational institutions, so that 
they may train not only technicians or professional experts 
but also humane and balanced citizens who dm contribute to 
the happiness and well-being of their countrymen and of 
humanity as a whole. 

36. As we close, we are bound to say that the many ills 
that our world of education and our society as a whole is 
suffering today, resulting in widespread ·disturbance and dis
location of life, a1e mainly due to the gradual disappearance 
of the hold of the basic principles of religion on the hearts 
of the people. The old bonds that kept men together, are 
fast loosening, and the various new ideologies that are com· 
ing to us, and which we are outwardly accepting without 
inwardly digesting their meanings, are increasingly worsening 
the situation. The only cure, it seems to us, is in the delibe· 
rate inculcation of moral and spiritual values from the earliest 
years of our lives. If we lose these, we shall be a nation 
without a soul; and our attempts to imitate the outer forms 
of other lands, without understanding their inner meaning, 
or psychologically attuning ourselves to them, would only 
result in chaos and confusion, the first signs of which are 
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.already very distinctly visible qn the horizon. Our nation of 
tomorrow is going to be what the young people at school, 
college and university today will make it. '!he edifice of our 
future entirely depends, for its beauty, dignity, utility, and 
stability, on the foundations we lay today, in the form of the 
education and training that our youth receive. The New· 
India that is in the making, needs the services of us all-old 
and young, high and humble alike. If we neglect giving our 
boys and girls, our young men and young women, proper 
education and training, the future is dark and dismal indeed. 
We would regard our labours amply rewarded if by this 
report, we can help, in however small a measure, in the right 
orientation of our scheme of education so that our educational 
institutions-from the primary village school to the largest 
metropolitan university-may send forth' year after year, and 
generation after generation, men and women fully trained 
and equipped to take their proper places in the different 
departments of national activity; and 'by their conduct, 
character and capacity, enhance the happiness and prosperity 
of our people, and keep the Unity; Integrity and Freedom of 
the country, in\'iolate for all time to come. 

Raj Bha\'an, 
Bombay, 
December 21, 1959. 
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